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Abstract- Language is an integral part of everyday human
communication and a powerful tool of expression through
speech and writing. With increased technological
advancements, there comes a need to enable computers,
recognize languages and their scripts automatically to help
many language dependent applications like speech
recognition,
document
indexing,
optical
character
recognition(OCR) and so on. Identifying the written language
scripts from document images is a happening and a very
challenging research area due to the availability of different
languages, their writing systems and acquisition mediums.
Research on English script identification is enormous and
considerable research is being done on Indic languages and
other foreign languages. Looking at the current literature,
works specific to Tamil language script identification is sparse
and there are few works that includes Tamil script as part of
multi-script identification. This paper aims to give an outlook
on various script writing systems, their identification, works
related to the domain with special focus on Tamil script along
with a generic prototype of Tamil script identification.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Language is a human ability and a system of communication
comprising of words articulated in a structured manner which
can be either spoken or written.With today’s technology,
language also finds its placevisually in the form of textwhich
are captured in images. According to Jung et al. [1] image
content can be categorized as perceptual content and semantic
content. When perceptual content concentrates on the visual
perception and its attributes, semantic content derives
meanings from the image through objects, text and events
captured in them. Text is thereby an important feature that can
be extracted from an image to understand its context. Images
with text can be classified into born-digital, scene-text and
document images. Born-digital are digitally created images
with text whereas scene-text images have text naturally
present in the scenario. Document images include text from
scanned documents such as graphical documents, historical
documents and papers. Figure 1 shows some examples of
document images.

(c)
Fig.1: Examples of Scanned Document Images in Tamil
(a) Historical Documents (b) Page Documents (c) Handwritten
Documents
Every document image has numerous lines of text with either
single language script or multiple scripts. Identifying the
language and processing it enables many applications such as
automatic indexing, text recognition, document analysis,
content-based retrieval and tourist translators. Therefore,
script identification is crucial and requires utmost accuracy to
retain the script and the meaning it conveys. This paper deals
with document images,emphasizing on script identification,
works related to it with special focus on Tamil script
identification. In the context of the paper, script and language
are considered synonymous though a script type can contain
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one or more languages under them. The following section
briefs about the types of script writing systems.
II.
TYPES OF SCRIPT WRITING SYSTEMS
The world’s writing systems can be divided into 6 types
namely logographic, alphabetic, syllabic, featural, Abjads,
Abugidas systems [2]. The logographic system is used in
Chinese and Korean languages which has full word
representations mostly.Languages like English, Latin, Russian
use the alphabetic system where the language is constructed
on alphabets. A syllable represented every symbol in the
syllabic system as in the Japanese language which is also a
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logographic language. The Korean language is an example of
featural writing system which is built on phonetics.The Abjads
system consists of Hebrew and Arabic in which consonant
sounds make up every symbol. Almost all South-east Asian
and Indian languages whose source is the Brahmic script
follow the Abugidas writing system.It is based on the concept
of consonant-vowel unit and stands between the alphabetic
and syllabic writing systems. Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam,
Kannada, Bangla, Manipuri, Oriya are languages that follow
Abugidas.Figure 2 lists the different script writing systems
with their languages.

Fig.2: Classification of Script Writing Systems
The biggest challenge of script identification lies on the
numerous languages that come under the script writing system
with identical characters of same stroke and shape. Some
languages can be differentiated by discrete alphabets whereas
some languages follow a unit based pattern. Also the medium
of document images has to be considered during identification.
So a single identification methods will not suffice every
language and medium. The next section describes about script
identification.

III.
SCRIPT IDENTIFICATION
Document images can be categorized as printed, handwritten
and hybrid based on how the script is sourced and contented.
There is concern regarding the mode of acquiring these images
as it influences the overall image quality and the script clarity.
Taking these into consideration, identification can be
classified into different levels namely text-block, text line,
word, and character levels [2] as shown in Figure 3. It
involves identifying the text in the documents followed by the
script. The following sections introduces the various
identification methods.
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Fig.3: Script Identification Levels
A. Text-block Identification
This identification is also known as page level or document
level identification. Every page or document is divided into
many text-blocks which in turn has many lines and words
present in them. There are many methods that have been
explored under this category. Hassan et al. [3] identified the
script in multiple levels using texture and shape information
starting from page-level identification. Singh et al. [4] used
Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) to extract texture
features at page-level to identify the script. The methods are
not restricted to only one level. For example, GLCM can also
be used in text line and character identification.

B. Text Line Identification
The next level of identification starts at the text line level. A
text line is a combination of words and spaces. Researchers
either start with the identification of these text lines directly or
identify them after the page level. Horizontal projection
profile depicted in Figure 4, is one of the most commonly used
methods for text-line identification. Projection profile is the
running sum of the pixels in either horizontal or vertical
direction.

Fig.4: Horizontal Projection Profile
Busch et al. [5] used projection profiles in their work to
identify script using textures in the text line level.Pal et al. [6]
identified multiple scripts from Indian documents using valley
and peak information of projection profiles.

shape and texture based features to identify multiple scripts.
At word level, features are extracted from them and scripts are
identified through image processing techniques or machine
learning.

C. Word Identification
Pati et al. [7] used Gabor and DCT features to identify words
in a script and implemented it to identify the script to which
the word belonged to. Singh et al. [8] used a combination of

D. Character Identification
Earlier research works used vertical projection profile as
shown in Figure 5 to segment characters.

Fig.5: Vertical Projection Profile
Character extraction is a very important step when the script
needs to be recognized using Optical Character Recognition
(OCR). Many researchers like Pal & Sarkar [9] who work on

script recognition concentrate on character level identification.
The following section lists some of the recent research works
on script identification.
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IV. RECENT RESEARCH WORKS AND TAMIL SCRIPT
IDENTIFICATION
Ubul et al. [2], Bashir et al. [11], Sahare&Dhok [12] have
recently come up with an extensive survey on script
identification. Script identification is either restricted to
English or scripts belonging to a specific writing system.
Kavitha et al. [13] found out the possibilities of using the
spatial relationships of intersection, end and junction points of
connected components to find out the component structure.
These points helped in identifying historical documents in
Tamil, English and few other Indic languages. Rumma [14]
used Radon and GLCM features along with machine learning
to identify 6 languages including Tamil.Research on multiscript Indic language identification is on the high though
works concentrating only on Tamil language identification is
not significant. Also no paper yet has come up with 100%
accuracy of identifying a script. A generic prototype of Tamil
script identification is given in Figure 6.

Fig.6: Generic Prototype of Tamil Script Identification
First, the document with Tamil text has to be scanned or
captured by imaging devices like camera so that it is converted
into a document image.This image may contain noise and
artefacts like blur and distortion. So, to remove them the
image needs to be preprocessed using image processing
techniques. For example, in Figure 7 the image is
preprocessed using binarization technique to remove noise and
increase the contrast of the input image.

(a) (b)
Fig.7: (a) Input Image before Preprocessing (b) Preprocessed Image
After preprocessing, features to identify the text in the
document has to be extracted so that a feature set is formed.
The features can be based on the structure, shape and
component at page, text block, text line, word or character

level. Using the extracted feature set, machine learning
techniques will classify the text to be a valid Tamil script or
not. Based on the classification results, Tamil script will be
identified. The prototype can be extended to recognize the
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identified script. The next section concludes the paper with
future scope.
V.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper aims to give an understanding about the domain of
script identification with an introduction to the generic
prototype of Tamil language script identification. Though
there is considerable research for English and multi-script
identification, it is known that works pertaining to Tamil
scripts is few. If 100% accuracy can be reached in identifying
the script, many applications can be successful built for the
society. To come up with such an application will be the goal
wherein our future work will first concentrate on writing
appropriate preprocessing methods and finding unique
features that will help in identifying the script. Through the
paper, it is also known that this interesting domain has room
for improvements and needs further research ideas to achieve
full accuracy.
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